Roelofs & Rubens
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Woolton Hill, RG20 9XN
Phone +44 (0)1635 253671 or
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roelofs & rubens, blue and white tableware

Handmade Blue and White

English Earthenware

About us
Established in 2006 by Hampshire based
designer Piet van den Beuken and her
husband Monty Abram, Roelofs & Rubens
has grown into a successful supplier of
handmade and hand painted blue and
white tableware, tiles and decorations.
Roelofs & Rubens offer charming collections
made from excellent quality English
earthenware, using a variety of contemporary
patterns, unique designs and a blue and
white colour scheme that will complement
your home.
Piet and Monty work closely with their team
to design and produce things that they love
and want to use themselves. Inspired by the
Delft Blue of Holland, Roelofs & Rubens are
producing unique patterns that are instantly
recognisable and valued by their customers.
With pieces in the Royal Wedding Delft
Collection of the Museum of London and
named in the ‘Ten Best Dinner Plates’ by
The Independent, Roelofs & Rubens create
pieces that will be treasured for years to come.
They enjoy excellent relationships with all
their customers including The National Trust,
Kumbak Rollercoasters and the Watermill
Theatre.

Roelofs & Rubens,
a celebration of
passion and design
made in the UK

Roelofs & Rubens do hope you enjoy having
a look at their products and that you’ll love
them as much as they do.

www.roelofsrubens.co.uk

Tableware
Handmade blue & white tableware
perfect for formal dinners and
cosy gatherings alike

To be used and enjoyed
everyday all of the tableware
can be mixed with other pieces
in the collections and with
existing traditional blue and
white. Made from quality
white English earthenware
and dishwasher safe.
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You can order through our website www.roelofsrubens.co.uk.
In our web shop we also present our seasonal
collections, not included in the list above

R&R Signature Range
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Tableware patterns

For trade customers please email
us at info@roelofsrubens.co.uk for
a trade price list and order form.

Create an account with us and you’ll be able to
check out fast, save multiple shipping addresses, If you want to see our products in real life
or want to have a chat with us in person,
access your order history, and track your order.
visit our ‘events and retail outlet’ page
www.roelofsrubens1.mybigcommerce.com/
We can ship to virtually any address in the
where-to-find-us/ and find out where we are
world. Note that there are restrictions on
and where we are selling our wares.
some products, and some products cannot
be shipped to international destinations.

Kitchen and
garden

Accessorise your
kitchen & garden
with practical
essentials and
decorative pieces

Show off your wooden spoons
proudly in stylish utensil jars.
Gorgeous plant markers that are
frost proof and suitable for inside
and outside use. Label your
preserving creations with jar lid
decorations, the perfect way to
pretty up jars of homemade jam
& chutney to make them extra
special. Create a spectacular
wine cooler centerpiece for your
celebrations.

Utensil jar
13.7 cm high

Wine Cooler
24 cm high

Plant markers
16 cm

Pet bowl
medium
19.5 cm

Pet bowl
small
14.5 cm

Magnetic
jar lid
decorations
6.5 cm

All
ons
decorati on
with ribbss
and gla
beads

Decorations
Make someone’s day
extra special with this
wonderful collection
of hand painted
decorations
From sentimental
keepsakes such as
Baby’s First Christmas,
to gorgeous flowers,
hearts, animals and
quirky ‘just because’
presents.
This collection is just
the ticket for perfect
gifts and they come
in colour too.

Blue elephant

Red tulip

Blue butterfly

Colour bird

Purple butterfly

Blue Fish

Red love you

Blue dog

Blue cow

Red elephant

Blue hand

Colour fish

Colour cat

Blue heart

Turquoise elephant

Blue bunny

Blue bird

Pink elephant

Blue tulip

Colour dog

Colour bunny

Blue marigold

Red owl

Blue love you

Blue pig

Turquoise butterfly

Blue cat

Green marigold

Colour hand

Blue violet

Colour heart

Blue owl

Colour angel 2013

Blue 1st christmas

Colour star 2016

Blue angel 2015

All
ons
decorati on
with ribbss
and gla
beads
Blue hollie

Colour tree 2014

Blue angel 2013

Colour camel

Colour turkey

Blue star 2016

Colour angel 2015

Blue tree 2016

Blue star 2010

Colour star 2015

Blue tree 2014

Colour hollie

Colour 1ste christmas

Blue turkey

Colour tree 2015

Blue angel 2016

Blue tree 2015

Colour angel 2016

Blue camel

Colour star 2010

Colour tree 2016

Blue star 2015

Colour tree 2010

Blue star 2012

Christmas
Inject some festive cheer
into your home with
hand painted Christmas
decorations that can be
brought out year after year.

Corporate and
bespoke
Roelofs & Rubens are able to fully customise
a wide range of existing pieces for their
customers. Select your desired item, choose
your colours, add a name or date (or anything
else, length depending). Each piece is then
hand painted resulting in a truly unique
keepsake to give (or be given).
Private commissions are also taken and
following a briefing with the customer a unique
one-off design is created and hand painted.
Roelofs & Rubens corporate work includes
customising existing products but they
specialise in developing tailor-made designs
and patterns to represent your organisation.
This offers corporate customers looking for
gifts for existing or new customers or products
to promote their business a wide range of
imaginative items.

